As bank layouts & designs continue to evolve, so does Fenco. We've laid out some new configurations & designs we believe will integrate well with limited space applications such as: Teller Pods, Mini-Branches, Corner-Store & In-Store Banks. These new designs provide more features and functionality per square inch.

Like all of our product lines, the hybrid models featured below can be customized as needed: lock upgrades, base height substitutions, CPU conversions, filing inserts, bait/bill traps, etc... They are offered in all of our standard color options at no additional cost (Fenco also offers some popular color matches to our competitors' finishes at no charge).

Additions to the 200 & 600 series available in Goldline & Silverline constructions

All models offered in Goldline @ 18" W or Silverline @ 19" W

Model 217 - Gold or Silverline
Two key-locking box drawers, one key-locking cupboard door, one 3/4" thick frame locker behind a 1/2" steel plate door equipped with three-point locking bolt-work, a key-locking l-handle and a group II mech. combo

Model 218 - Gold or Silverline
One key-locking box drawer, a P-51 forms holder w/ three adjustable partitions, one key-locking cupboard door over a ventilated CPU compartment with roll-out shelf.

Model 219 - Gold or Silverline
A key-locking box drawer over a P-51 forms holder w/ three adjustable dividers, a 3/4" frame locker behind 1/2" thick steel plate door equipped with three-point locking bolt-work, a key-locking l-handle and a group II mech. combo over a ventilated CPU compartment with roll-out shelf.

Model 224 - Gold or Silverline
A key-locking box drawer over a P-51 forms holder with three adjustable partitions, one 1/8" thick steel plate door equipped with a group II mech. combo over a ventilated CPU compartment with roll-out shelf.

Model 616 - Gold or Silverline
A key-locking box drawer over a P-51 forms holder with three adjustable partitions over a ventilated CPU compartment with roll-out shelf.

Model 618 - Gold or Silverline
A key-locking box drawer over a key-locking cupboard door over a ventilated CPU compartment with roll-out shelf.

Model 624 - Gold or Silverline
A key-locking box drawer over a P-51 forms holder w/ three adjustable partitions over a ventilated CPU compartment.
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